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The Problem: Testing 1
million People






Potentially thousands of
people will be exposed
to survivable doses of
ionizing radiation
They will suffer from ARS
unless medical
interventions are
initiated
How are these patients
identified rapidly and
accurately?



In a major city, modeling
estimates 100,000
people may be exposed


Testing 1 million people
may be necessary to
identify those at highest
risk


Non-specific early
symptoms



“Worried well”



Geographic
information not
sufficient at early
stage

Possible Methods


Time to vomiting






Most exposed to 2 Sv
dose will vomit within 4
hours (sensitive)



Non-specific


Psychological factors,
head trauma, ear drum
rupture, etc

Electroparamagentic spin
resonance of dental
enamel
Ideally performed on
extracted teeth



Stress gene and protein
signature



Metabolomics (urine)



Ocular albumin

Chromosomal Dicentrics
Gold standard
Not performed in most laboratories
Specially trained personnel
Capacity to do on a massive scale does not exist today and will not exist for so

Absolute Lymphocyte
Count

ALC: Categories of
Triage



Predictable time
dependent decay in ALC
after radiation exposure




If time of exposure
known, can predict level
of radiation
48 hour measurement
most useful



Too low to benefit from
treatment



Too high to need
treatment



Level meriting treatment

ALC
ALC: Advantages

Who would perform
ALCs?



Performed in all
laboratories as part of
CBC/d



After an IND detonation
local hospital labs may
be destroyed



Automation





No special training of
technicians

Receiving hospitals’ labs
may be overwhelmed
with medical surge
(trauma, evacuated
patients, etc)



Need for ability to
track/match results with
patients as they may
have traveled outside
the metropolitan area

National Laboratory
Chains


Reagent Supply Chain

2 major national
laboratory chains serve
the US



LabCorp (1700 patient
care sites, 51 major
laboratories)



Interoperability between
IT systems



Need to integrate smaller
labs



Logistics of phlebotomy







Quest Diagnostics (2000
patient care sites, 37
major laboratories)

Both possess
transportation fleets
including fixed-wing
aircraft

Together both possess the
capacity to do 1 million ALCs
in a 24 hour period
Both have extensive
internet portals that allow
patient tracking of results







JIT inventory principles

Phlebotomy supplies

Physician order rules


Some states require Rx
for labwork

